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Abstract. Alexandroff T0-spaces have been studied as topological models of the sup-
ports of digital images and as discrete models of continuous spaces in theoretical physics.
Recently, research has been focused on the dimension of such spaces. Here we study the
small inductive dimension of the digital spaceX(W) constructed in [15] as a minimal open
quotient of a fenestrationW ofRn. There are fenestrations ofRn giving rise to digital spaces
of Alexandroff dimension different fromn, but we prove that ifW is a fenestration, each
of whose elements is a bounded convex subset ofRn, then the Alexandroff dimension of
the digital spaceX(W) is equal ton.

1. Introduction

In digital image processing and computer graphics, it is necessary to describe topological
properties ofn-dimensional digital images, hence the search for models of the supports
of such images. In order to make it possible to process images by computer, a real-
valued function defined onRn called an “n-dimensional continuous image” is digitized
to obtain a function defined on a discrete subspaceD of Rn with integer values called
an “n-dimensional digital image”. In practice,D is usually the set of all points ofRn

with integer coordinates,D = Zn. Any algorithm for finding objects in the image, and
describing their “forms”, requires that topological properties, such as connectivity, be
introduced in the setD. ConsideringD as a topological subspace ofRn does not produce
interesting results since this subspace has discrete topology.
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Until a few years ago, connectivity concepts inD were based mainly on graph-
theoretic rather than topological notions. The theory of neighbourhood graphs onZ2 and
Z3, developed by Rosenfeld and Kak [20] and others, provided a theoretical foundation
for important processing methods such as boundary and surface detection, and thinning.
Applying graph theory, combinatorics, and using some ideas from topology, this model
was generalized to a theory of neighbourhood structures by Klette and Voss for describing
images in two and three dimensions, and later to a theory of incidence structures by Voss
(for n-dimensional images), see [23]. This latter model has been used for designing an
efficient surface-following algorithm, and discrete functions (modelling images) have
been defined on these structures. On the other hand, using combinatorial topology and
homotopy theory, topological structures were constructed in [11] on neighbourhood
graphs for representing two- and three-dimensional images.

Another idea was the identification ofD with the basic (open) cells of a combinatorial
structure called a cellular complex by Kovalevsky [13]; this model has been applied to
a number of algorithms in image processing, for example, for surface detection [14].

During the past few years topological models have been used to describe the struc-
ture of the digital image defined onD. The basic idea of these models is, given some
topological spaceY and a discrete setD ⊆ Y, to construct a (non-discrete) topol-
ogy on D. Based on the Khalimsky topologyτ on the integers, given by the subbase
{{2n− 1,2n,2n+ 1}: n ∈ Z}, digital n-spacewas defined as a product ofn copies of
(Z, τ ), and Jordan curve (surface) theorems were proved for digital 2-space and digital
3-space, see, for example, [9], [10] and [12], providing a new theoretical foundation of
boundary and surface-following algorithms.

A more general construction of a digital space was proposed by Kronheimer [15]:
Starting with a collectionW (called afenestration) of pairwise disjoint regular open
subsets ofRn whose union is dense inRn, a quotient spaceX(W) of the Euclidean
space is obtained by extendingW to a partitionX(W) ofRn, with the quotient topology,
and which has the property that the projection map ofRn onto X(W) is open. For any
fixed fenestrationW, X(W) turns out to be unique up to homeomorphism if a certain
minimality condition is also imposed, then we callX(W) thedigital spaceconstructed
fromW. Digital n-space turns out to be the digital space constructed from a particular
fenestration ofRn. Kronheimer has shown that for a locally finite fenestrationW of Rn,
the digital spaceX(W), whenever it is semiregular (that is, if the space has a base of
regular open sets), is a locally finite (and hence Alexandroff)T0-space. A topological
space is called anAlexandroff spaceif every point has a minimal neighbourhood, or,
equivalently, if any intersection of open sets is open. We note that the cellular complex
of Kovalevsky mentioned above as a model of the supports of digital images, is a digital
space constructed from a particular fenestration and hence is an AlexandroffT0-space;
in fact, it is homeomorphic to digitaln-space.

Other approaches to digital topology, which lead to locally finite spaces, are the model
based on complexes in [16] and the model of molecular spaces developed by Ivashchenko
[8]. This paper applies digital topological models in theoretical physics as well.

A problem on which research has been focused recently, is that of the dimension of
a digital space. A digital image which is obtained by the “discretization” of an image
defined onRn, should be modelled by a digital space of dimensionn (in some sense to
be defined). In previous papers [24], [25] we studied the small inductive dimension (ind)
of an Alexandroff space (there called theAlexandroff dimension). The same concept was
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independently studied by Evako et al. in [6]. In general, the digital space constructed
from a locally finite fenestration can have Alexandroff dimension different fromn (see
Examples 2.7 and 2.8). However, we prove that ifW is a locally finite fenestration,
each of whose elements is a bounded convex subset ofRn, then each element ofW is
the interior of a polyhedron, and then the Alexandroff dimension of the digital space
X(W) is equal ton. This result gives a topological foundation of the concept of an
“n-dimensional digital image” widely used in computer graphics and image processing.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give all the necessary formal
definitions and some examples. Section 3 presents topological properties of particular
convex subsets ofRn, which in Section 4 are applied to study locally finite fenestrations
of Rn and to prove the main result of this paper (Theorem 4.10).

2. Dimension, Fenestrations and Digital Spaces

In [15] Kronheimer, generalizing the construction of the Khalimsky line, proposed the
construction of a digital spaceX(W) as a quotient space of an arbitrary topological
spaceY, starting with a collectionW of disjoint open subsets ofY whose union is dense
and then extending this family to a partition ofY which is topologized with the quotient
topology. The collectionW is identified with an open discrete dense subspaceD of Y.
The motivation for this is to construct a “digital” space mirroring properties ofY. We
will apply this technique to the spaceRn (with the Euclidean topology). Throughout the
paper the terms closure (cl), interior (int) and frontier (fr), with no subindices refer to
the spaceRn.

As mentioned in the Introduction, a space(X, τ ) is said to be anAlexandroff space
if each point ofX has a minimal neighbourhood or equivalently ifτ is closed under
arbitrary intersections. A topologyτ on a setX determines a preorder≤τ on X as
follows:

x ≤τ y ⇔ x ∈ clτ ({y})
and it is easy to see that if(X, τ ) is aT0-space, then≤τ is a partial order, usually called
thespecialization orderof τ . It is not hard to see that a function between Alexandroff
spaces is continuous if and only if it preserves the specialization order.

Conversely, each partial order≤ on a setX determines a uniqueT0 Alexandroff
topologyτ≤ on X whose minimal open sets are of the form

{y: y ≥ x} (x ∈ X).

These are classical results of Alexandroff [1]; however, even more is true (see [5]):
Let P denote the category of partially ordered sets and order-preserving functions and
A0 the category of AlexandroffT0-spaces and continuous maps.

Theorem 2.1. The categoriesA0 andP are isomorphic; moreover, the functors F and
G defined by

F((X, τ )) = (X,≤τ ) and G((X,≤)) = (X, τ≤),
and which preserve maps, are (mutually inverse) isomorphisms.
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For the definition of thesmall inductive dimensionof a topological spaceX we refer
the reader to [3] or [17] (but note that in [3] spaces are required to be regular). Thepartial
order dimensionof a poset(X,≤) is defined as

sup{|C| − 1: C is a chain of distinct elements in(X,≤)}
which may be a non-negative integer or∞.

The following result was proved in [24]:

Proposition 2.2. If (X, τ ) is an Alexandroff T0-space and≤τ its specialization order,
then the small inductive dimension of(X, τ ) is equal to the partial order dimension of
(X,≤τ ).

In light of Proposition 2.2, in future we will not distinguish between the partial order
dimension of(X,≤)and the small inductive dimension of the corresponding Alexandroff
T0-space(X, τ≤). Both will be referred to as theAlexandroff dimensionof X and written
Adim(X).

Definition 2.3. A fenestrationof Rn is a collection of pairwise disjoint non-empty
proper regular open subsets ofRn, whose union is dense inRn. If X is a partition ofRn

that contains a fenestrationW and is such that the projection map fromRn to X (with
the quotient topology) is open, thenX is called aW-grid of Rn.

ThatW-grids exist can easily be checked; indeed,W⋃{{x}: x ∈ Rn\⋃W} is one
such.

We are interested here in locally finite fenestrationsW of Rn, that is, those fenes-
trations in which each pointx ∈ Rn has an open neighbourhood which meets only a
finite number of elements ofW. It is well known that ifW is locally finite, then for each
V ⊆W, the familyV = {cl(V): V ∈ V} is also locally finite and cl(

⋃V) = ⋃V (see
Theorems 1.1.11 and 1.1.13 of [3]).

We note in passing that the idea of a fenestration ofRn has appeared previously
in the literature of discrete geometry, although, in general, families of closed sets are
considered. For example, in [18] Quaisser defined adivisionof Rn as a closed covering
G of Rn with the property that the interiors of any two distinct elementsA, B (called
tiles) of G do not intersect. IfG is a locally finite division, and each element ofG is
homeomorphic to a closed disc, thenG is called amosaic(again see [18]). A countable
division is called atiling of Rn in [22] and [7]. The remarks following Definition 2.3
clearly imply that ifW is a locally finite fenestration ofRn, thenW is a tiling ofRn.

Discrete geometry (see [18], [7] and [22]) deals mainly with divisions ofRn (and in
[18] of non-Euclidean spaces) in relation to their existence and their classification. For
the study of the existence problem, particular properties (such as convexity, geometrical
regularity or uniform boundedness, etc.) are imposed on the tiles or on the division itself
(for example, that the intersection of any two tiles is connected). The classification of
divisions may be realized in many different ways; for example, two mosaicsM,M ′ are
said to be topologically equivalent if there is a homeomorphism ofRn ontoRn such that
M ′ = { f (T) : T ∈ M}. Other classification schemes are based on properties of the
symmetry group of the division, or on combinatorial properties of the boundaries of the
tiles. The aim of our paper, in contrast, is to construct a digital space (in some canonical
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way) from any given tiling ofRn whose tiles are convexn-dimensional polyhedra, with
the property that the Alexandroff dimension of this space is equal ton.

Given a fenestrationW of Rn, in general there exist manyW-grids, however, the
following property defined in [15] distinguishes a specialW-grid.

Definition 2.4. AW-grid X of Rn is calledminimal if any continuous open map ofX
onto someW-grid, which is injective onW, is a homeomorphism.

It was shown in Theorem 4.4 of [15] that for any fenestrationW, and for anyW-grid
X, there exists a continuous open mapfmin of X onto a minimalW-grid Xmin, which
is injective onW and satisfiesfmin ◦ π = πmin, whereπ, πmin are the quotient maps
fromRn onto X andXmin, respectively. This minimalW-grid is then clearly unique up
to homeomorphism.

Definition 2.5. For any locally finite fenestrationW on Rn, the minimalW-grid is
called thedigital space constructed fromW.

Example 2.6. Thestandard fenestrationof Rn is

W = {(m1,m1+ 1)× (m2,m2+ 1)× · · · × (mn,mn + 1), m1,m2, . . . ,mn ∈ Z}.

The digital spaceX constructed from this fenestration is homeomorphic to then-dimen-
sional Khalimsky space (digitaln-space) and Adim(X) = n (see [10] and [15]).

However, there exist fenestrations ofR2, whose minimalW-grids have Alexandroff
dimensions different from 2, as we see in the following examples.

Example 2.7. LetW be the fenestration ofR2 given by

W = {Wn: n ∈ N},

whereW1 = D1, Wn = Dn\cl(Dn−1) for each integern ≥ 2 and whereDr is the open
disc centred in(0,0) with radiusr .W is locally finite, and the minimalW-grid is given
by X = W⋃{Fn: n ∈ N}, whereFn = fr(Dn), for eachn ≥ 1. The digital spaceX
constructed from this fenestration is homeomorphic to an infinite connected subspace of
the Khalimsky line [10] and hence Adim(X) = 1.

Example 2.8. Let W1 = {(x, y) ∈ R2: x < 0, y > 0}, W2 = {(x, y) ∈ R2: x <

0, y < 0}, W3 = {(x, y) ∈ R2: x > 0, y > sin(1/x)/x}, W4 = {(x, y) ∈ R2: x >
0, y < sin(1/x)/x}.W = {W1,W2,W3,W4} is a locally finite fenestration ofR2, and
the minimalW-grid is given byX = W⋃{x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}, wherex1 is the strictly
positive part of they-axis,x2 the strictly negative part of they-axis,x3 the strictly negative
part of thex-axis,x4 the graph of the function sin(1/x)/x for x > 0, andx5 = {(0,0)}.
Thenx5 < x1 < x4 < W4 and it is easy to check that there is no longer specialization
chain of distinct elements inX. Therefore, Adim(X) = 3.
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3. Cones, Convex Sets and Polyhedra

Recall that a subsetH ⊆ Rn is anaffine subspaceif there is somea ∈ H such that
H − a = {h − a: h ∈ H} is a (vector) subspace ofRn. Theaffine dimensionof H is
then defined to be the (vector space) dimension ofH − a. Furthermore, sinceH (with
the relative Euclidean topology) is homeomorphic toRm for somem ≤ n, the vector
space dimension ofH coincides with the topological dimension functionsind, Ind and
dim (see for example Theorems 7.3.3 and 7.3.19 of [3]) and, for simplicity, we denote
this common value by dim(H).

Fora,b ∈ Rn, we employ the notations [a,b] = {(1− r )a+ rb; r ∈ R,0≤ r ≤ 1}
(closed segment), (a,b) = [a,b]\{a,b} (open segment). Recall that a subsetM of Rn is
convexif [ a,b] ⊆ M for anya,b ∈ M . For anyM ⊆ Rn, the minimal convex set which
containsM is conv(M) = {∑k

i=0 ri ai : ai ∈ M, ri ≥ 0 for i = 0,1, . . . , k,
∑k

i=0 ri = 1}.
The closure and the interior of any convex set are convex, and any open convex set is
regular open, that is int(cl(A)) = A, and any closed convex set with non-empty interior
is regular closed, that is cl(int(A)) = A (see [7]). For any non-empty convex setC ⊆ Rn,
there is precisely one affine subspaceH of Rn called thecarrier of C which containsC
and satisfies intH (C) 6= ∅. Among all affine subspaces containingC, thisH has minimal
affine dimension and we define thedimension of the convex set Cas dim(C) = dim(H).
For more details, we refer the reader to [21] and [4].

Denote byL the vector space of all (continuous) linear mappings from the real vector
spaceRn into R. A hyperplaneof Rn is a maximal proper affine subspace, and it is
well known thatH ⊆ Rn is a hyperplane if and only if there existsa ∈ R and a
surjective f ∈ L such thatH = f −1({a}), this implies thatH is closed. Then the sets
f −1((−∞,a]) and f −1([a,∞)) are calledclosed half-spacesdetermined byH . It is
easy to prove that iff ∈ L, f 6= 0 anda ∈ R, then int( f −1([a,∞))) = f −1((a,∞)),
and int( f −1((−∞,a])) = f −1((−∞,a)). Thus the hyperplaneH = f −1({a}) is the
frontier of each of its closed half-spaces.

Finally recall that apolyhedronis a bounded subset ofRn which can be represented
as a finite intersection of closed half-spaces. Thus a polyhedron is a convex compact
subset ofRn.

We also require the following known results.

Lemma 3.1[19, Section 31.17]. A closed convex n-dimensional set inRn is a finite
intersection of closed half-spaces ofRn if and only if its frontier is contained in a finite
union of proper affine subspaces ofRn.

Lemma 3.2[19, p. 311 and Section 31.18].An n-dimensional polyhedron P has at
least one face of dimension k, for each0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, and fr(P) is the union of
the(n− 1)-dimensional faces of P.

Lemma 3.3[2, Part II.2 Section 7.1, Theorem 20].If M ⊆ Rn, then the topological
dimension(ind, Ind or dim) of M is n if and only ifint(M) 6= ∅.

Corollary 3.4. If H is a k-dimensional affine subspace ofRn, and P is a polyhedron
such that P⊆ H , thendim(P) ≤ k− 1 ⇐⇒ intH (P) = ∅.
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If A andB are disjoint convex open sets inRn, then cl(A)∩ cl(B) has empty interior
and hence, by Lemma 3.3, is a convex subset of ak-dimensional affine subspace ofRn,
where 0≤ k ≤ n− 1.

Definition 3.5. If V is a convex subset ofRn, V 6= ∅ and p ∈ Rn\V , then definethe
cone over V with vertex pby C(V, p) = conv(V

⋃{p}).
It is clear from this definition thatx ∈ C(V, p) if and only if there existsv ∈ V such

thatx ∈ [ p, v].
The following lemmas concerning cones and convex sets may be known, but we

include their proof for completeness.

Lemma 3.6. Let V be convex and p∈ Rn; if there exist r∈ (0,1) andv ∈ V such
that p− r (v − p) ∈ C(V, p), then p∈ V .

Proof. Clearly, there is somew ∈ V such thatp− r (v − p) = (1− s)p+ sw; hence
p = (s/(s+ r ))w + (r/(s+ r ))v, which by the convexity ofV , implies thatp ∈ V .

Corollary 3.7. If V is convex and p6∈ V , then p 6∈ int(C(V, p)).

Proof. If p ∈ int(C(V, p)), then there isr ∈ (0,1) such that for anyv ∈ V , p− r (v−
p) ∈ C(V, p), which implies by Lemma 3.6 thatp ∈ V . This is a contradiction.

Lemma 3.8. If V is an open convex set and p6∈ V , thenint(C(V, p)) = C(V, p)\{p}.

Proof. One inclusion is clear by Corollary 3.7. For the converse, suppose thatx ∈
C(V, p)\{p}. Then there is somev ∈ V such thatx ∈ (p, v]. If x = v, then x ∈
int(C(V, p)) sinceV is open, so supposex 6= v. Then there existsr ∈ (0,1) such that
x = p+ r (v− p) = (1− r )p+ r v ∈ (1− r )p+ rV . However, this latter set is a subset
of C(V, p) sinceC(V, p) is convex, and(1− r )p+ rV is open becauseV is open and
x 7→ (1− r )p+ r x is a homeomorphism ifr 6= 0. In consequencex ∈ int(C(V, p)).

Lemma 3.9. If V is a convex subset ofRn and x∈ int(V), y ∈ V , then(x, y) ⊆ int(V).

Proof. Let z ∈ (x, y). Then there existsr ∈ (0,1) such thatz = x + r (y − x) =
(1− r )x+ r y ∈ (1− r ) int(V)+ r y and, as in the proof of Lemma 3.8, this latter set is
open. The convexity ofV implies(1− r ) int(V)+ r y ⊆ V , consequentlyz ∈ int(V).

4. Digital Spaces of Polyhedral Fenestrations

In this section all fenestrations are assumed to be locally finite andU (x) always denotes
an open disc centred atx.
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Definition 4.1. A locally finite fenestration ofRn is calledpolyhedralif each of its
elements is the interior of a polyhedron. For any polyhedral fenestrationW, and for
x ∈ Rn, we define

Nx = {W ∈W: x ∈ cl(W)} and Px =
⋂
{cl(W): W ∈ Nx}.

Note thatNx is a finite set, and hencePx is a polyhedron whose carrier we denote by
Hx.

The following simple result will be needed later.

Lemma 4.2. If W is a polyhedral fenestration, then for any x∈ Rn:

(i) x ∈ int(
⋃{cl(W): W ∈ Nx}).

(ii) If U is open inRn such that U⊆⋃{cl(W): W ∈ Nx}, then U∩ cl(W) = ∅ for
all W ∈W\Nx.

Proof. (i) Clearly, x ∈ M = ⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx} = cl(
⋃ {W: W ∈ Nx}). Suppose

to the contrary thatx 6∈ int(M), that is to say,x ∈ cl(Rn\M). SinceW\Nx is locally
finite and

⋃
(W\Nx) is dense inRn\M , it follows that there is someW∗ ∈W\Nx such

thatx ∈ cl(W∗), a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose to the contrary thatU ∩ cl(W∗) 6= ∅ for someW∗ ∈ W\Nx. SinceU

is open,U ∩W∗ 6= ∅, which is a contradiction since
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx} andW∗ are

disjoint.

The following technical lemma is the key to the proof of our main theorem.

Lemma 4.3. For any polyhedral fenestrationW,

intHx (Px) = int
(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ Nx}

)⋂
Hx.

Proof. We first consider the cases dim(Px) = 0 and dim(Px) = n: If dim(Px) = 0,
then Px = Hx = intHx (Px) = {x}, and int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}) ∩ Hx = {x}, by
Lemma 4.2(i). If dim(Px) = n, thenNx = {W} for someW ∈W, for if Nx has two or
more elements, then the remark following Corollary 3.4 implies that dim(Px) ≤ n− 1.
HenceHx = Rn andPx = cl(W), and so intHx (Px) = int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx})∩Hx =
W. Now suppose that 1≤ dim(Px) ≤ n− 1.

To show that int(
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx})∩Hx ⊆ intHx (Px), letz ∈ int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈
Nx})∩ Hx. Then there exists an open discU (z) such thatU (z) ⊆⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}.
We claim thatU (z) ∩ Hx ⊆ Px, which will complete the proof thatz ∈ intHx (Px). To
prove our claim, lett ∈ U (z) ∩ Hx and suppose that there existsW∗ ∈ Nx such that
t 6∈ cl(W∗). Clearly,x 6= t and

t ∈ int
(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ (Nx\{W∗})}

)
\cl(W∗),

and hence there exists an open discU (t) such that

U (t) ⊆
(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ (Nx\{W∗})}

)
\cl(W∗).
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SinceHx is the carrier ofPx, intHx (Px) 6= ∅, so let p ∈ intHx (Px) ⊆ Px ⊆ cl(W∗);
clearly, p 6∈ U (t). Sincep ∈ intHx (Px) and t ∈ Hx, for sufficiently smallr ∈ (0,1),
y = p + r (t − p) ∈ Px, but theny ∈ (p, t) which by Lemma 3.9 is contained in
int(C(U (t), p)). However,y ∈ Px ⊆ cl(W∗), and so there existss ∈ int(C(U (t), p))∩
W∗, which implies by Lemma 3.8 that there existsc ∈ U (t) ⊆ ⋃ {cl(W): W ∈
(Nx\{W∗})} such thats ∈ (p, c]. Thus there is someW′ ∈ Nx,W′ 6= W∗ such that
c ∈ cl(W′). Sincep ∈ Px ⊆ cl(W′)and cl(W′) is convex, it follows that [p, c] ⊆ cl(W′).
This implies thats ∈ cl(W′) ∩W∗, giving a contradiction.

In order to prove that intHx (Px) ⊆ int(
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx})∩ Hx, let z ∈ intHx (Px).

By Lemma 4.2(i) we havey ∈ int(
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Ny}) for eachy ∈ Rn and hence it

suffices to show thatNz = Nx. This is trivially true if z = x and so we supposez 6= x.
Sincez ∈ Px, Nx ⊆ Nz and so it remains to prove thatNz ⊆ Nx.

Sincex ∈ int(
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}), x 6= zandz ∈ intHx (Px), we can choose disjoint

open discsU (x) andU (z) such that

(i) U (x) ⊆⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}, and
(ii) U (z) ∩ Hx ⊆ Px.

Now, in order to proveNz ⊆ Nx, supposeW∗ ∈ Nz\Nx and letC1 = C(U (x), z). There
are two cases to consider:

(a) If int(C1)∩W∗ 6= ∅, then lets ∈ int(C1)∩W∗. By Lemma 3.8, there isc ∈ U (x)
such thats ∈ (z, c]. From (i), there isW′ ∈ Nx such thatc ∈ cl(W′), and sincez ∈
Px ⊆ cl(W′), the convexity of cl(W′) implies thats ∈ cl(W′), that is,s ∈ cl(W′)∩W∗,
a contradiction.

(b) If, on the other hand, int(C1) ∩ W∗ = ∅, note thatz 6∈ W∗ for otherwise,
Px = cl(W∗), contradicting the fact that dim(Px) ≤ n − 1. Then sincez 6∈ U (x), by
Lemma 3.6, we can chooser ∈ (0,1) sufficiently small so thatp = z− r (x−z) ∈ U (z)
but p 6∈ C1; we defineC2 = C(U (x), p). Sincez ∈ Hx (an affine subspace) and
dim(Hx) = dim(Px) ≥ 1, it follows that p ∈ Hx and hencep ∈ Px, by (ii). Now, by
Lemma 3.9, observe thatz ∈ (p, x) ⊆ int(C2) and sincez ∈ cl(W∗), it follows that
int(C2) ∩W∗ 6= ∅. A contradiction can now be obtained exactly as in case (a), usingp
in place ofz.

Corollary 4.4. For any polyhedral fenestrationW,

frHx (Px) ⊆ fr
(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ Nx}

)
.

Proof. If z ∈ frHx (Px) = Px\intHx (Px), then clearlyz ∈ (⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}).
However, ifz ∈ int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}), sincez ∈ Hx, it follows from Lemma 4.3
thatz ∈ intHx (Px), which is a contradiction. Consequently,z ∈ fr(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}).

Corollary 4.5. If W is a polyhedral fenestration, then z∈ intHx (Px) if and only if
Nz = Nx.

Proof. The necessity has been shown in the proof of Lemma 4.3. For the sufficiency,
suppose thatNz = Nx. Thenz ∈ Pz = Px = intHx (Px)

⋃
frHx (Px). However, ifz ∈
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frHx (Px), then, by Corollary 4.4,z ∈ fr(
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}); sinceW is locally finite

and
⋃W is dense inRn, it is a consequence of the comments following Definition 2.3

that z ∈ ⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ W\Nx}. Consequently there existsW∗ ∈ W\Nx such that
z ∈ cl(W∗), that is,W∗ ∈ Nz\Nx, a contradiction.

Corollary 4.6. If W is a polyhedral fenestration, then⋃
{intHy(Py): y ∈ Rn such that Ny ⊆ Nx} = int

(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ Nx}

)
.

Proof. Suppose thatz ∈ intHy(Py) for somey ∈ Rn such thatNy ⊆ Nx. Corollary 4.5
implies that Nz = Ny ⊆ Nx, implying that z ∈ ⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}. However,
if z ∈ fr(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}), then, as in the proof of Corollary 4.5, there exists
W∗ ∈ W\Nx such thatz ∈ cl(W∗). However, thenW∗ ∈ Nz ⊆ Nx, which is a
contradiction. Hencez ∈ int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}).
Now if z ∈ int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}), then, by Lemma 4.2(ii), there exists an open
neighbourhoodU of z such thatU ⊆ ⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx} andU ∩ cl(W) = ∅ for all
W ∈W\Nx; this implies thatNz ⊆ Nx. Lemma 4.2(i) impliesz ∈ int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈
Nz}), and obviouslyz ∈ Pz ⊆ Hz. Hence by Lemma 4.3,z ∈ intHz(Pz) and soz ∈⋃ {intHy(Py): y ∈ Rn such thatNy ⊆ Nx}.

Corollary 4.7. If W is a polyhedral fenestration, and Px ⊂ Py (that is, Px 6= Py) for
x, y ∈ Rn, then Px ⊆ frHy(Py) anddim(Px) ≤ dim(Py)− 1.

Proof. SupposingPx ⊂ Py, note first thatNy ⊂ Nx (that is,Ny 6= Nx). If z ∈ Px, then
Nx ⊆ Nz. However, ifz ∈ intHy(Py), then, by Corollary 4.5,Ny = Nz ⊇ Nx, that is,
Ny = Nx, which is a contradiction. Hencez ∈ frHy(Py) and the result follows.

To prove the second assertion, note thatPx ⊆ frHy(Py) implies that intHy(Px) = ∅ and
then Corollary 3.4 implies that dim(Px) ≤ dim(Py)− 1 since dim(Py) = dim(Hy).

The easy proof of the following proposition, which depends on the fact thatW is
locally finite and fr(W) is compact for anyW ∈W, is left to the reader.

Proposition 4.8. If W is a locally finite fenestration ofRn, such that each W∈ W is
a bounded convex subset ofRn, then for any W∈ W, fr(W) intersects the frontiers of
only finitely many elements ofW.

The next result is part of the folklore, see [22], we include a proof here for complete-
ness.

Proposition 4.9. If W is a locally finite fenestration ofRn such that any W∈W is a
bounded convex subset ofRn, thenW is a polyhedral fenestration.

Proof. Let W ∈ W; cl(W) is convex,n-dimensional (sinceW is open), bounded and
hence compact. Applying Lemma 3.1, in order to prove that cl(W) is a polyhedron, it
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suffices to show that fr(W) is contained in a finite union of affine proper subspaces of
Rn. However, ifx ∈ fr(W), then there existsW′ ∈W,W′ 6= W such thatx ∈ cl(W) ∩
cl(W′) = fr(W) ∩ fr(W′). By the comments following Corollary 3.4, cl(W) ∩ cl(W′)
is contained in some proper affine subspace ofRn and, by Proposition 4.8, there exist
only a finite number of suchW′. This implies that fr(W) is contained in a finite union
of proper affine subspaces, completing the proof.

In our main theorem we use a construction due to Kronheimer. Given a fenestrationW
of Rn, a decomposition ofRn which containsW, denoted in Section 6 of [15] by1×, is
constructed by identifying two points ofRn if and only if for every open neighbourhood
of either, there exists an open neighbourhood of the other which intersects the same
collection of elements ofW. Kronheimer proved that1× is exactly the minimalW-grid
onRn if and only if the natural projection map ofRn on1× is open [15, Theorem 6.2],
but this does not imply that this minimal grid is semiregular [15, Examples 6.6]. He also
showed that whenever the minimalW-grid1 onRn is semiregular, then1 = 1× [15,
Theorem 6.5]; however, the semiregularity of1× does not imply that it is the minimal
W-grid [15, Examples 6.6]. In the proof of our main theorem, we obtain a minimal
semiregularW-grid onRn.

Theorem 4.10. If W is a locally finite fenestration ofRn, such that any element W
ofW is a bounded convex subset ofRn, then the digital space constructed fromW is
semiregular and has Alexandroff dimension equal to n.

Proof. From Proposition 4.9, eachW ∈W is the interior of some polyhedron. We will
construct a minimalW-grid onRn with Alexandroff dimensionn and the result will
follow from unicity (see the comments following Definition 2.4).

Using the terminology of Definition 4.1, we define the following equivalence relation
onRn:

x ∼ y ⇐⇒ Nx = Ny, x, y ∈ Rn.

Let [x] = {y ∈ Rn: y ∼ x}, and let

X = Rn/∼= {[x], x ∈ Rn}.
Furthermore, letπ : Rn→ X be defined byπ(x) = [x] and letτ be the quotient topology
on X. Note thatNx ⊆ Ny ⇐⇒ Py ⊆ Px, and Corollary 4.5 implies that

π(y) = [x] ⇐⇒ Nx = Ny ⇐⇒ Px = Py ⇐⇒
y ∈ intHx (Px) ⇐⇒ x ∈ intHy(Py).

In consequence

π−1([x]) = intHx (Px).

We claim that(X, τ ) is semiregular and is the minimalW-grid with Adim(X) = n. Note
that X is1× of Section 6 of [15] and hence to prove thatX is the minimalW-grid, it
suffices by Theorem 6.2 of [15] to show thatX is aW-grid, that is to say, that the map
π is open.
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We first characterize the minimal open neighbourhoods of the points ofX.
For each [x] ∈ X, let

UX([x]) = {[y] ∈ X: y ∈ Rn such thatNy ⊆ Nx}.
Clearly, [x] ∈ UX([x]), and we will show thatUX([x]) is the minimal open neighbour-
hood of [x]. Now, π−1(UX([x])) = ⋃ {π−1([y]) : y ∈ Rn such thatNy ⊆ Nx} =⋃ {intHy(Py): y ∈ Rn such thatNy ⊆ Nx} = int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}), by Corol-
lary 4.6, implying thatUX([x]) is open inX.

Suppose that there is an openV ⊆ X containing [x] such thatV ⊂ UX([x]), and let
[z] ∈ UX([x])\V . ThenNz ⊆ Nx, or, equivalently,Px ⊆ Pz, implyingx ∈ Pz. SincePz is
convex and closed with non-empty interior in its carrierHz, it is regular closed inHz, and
becauseHz is a closed subspace ofRn, one obtainsx ∈ clHz(intHz(Pz)) = cl(π−1([z])).
This implies that the open neighbourhoodπ−1(V) of x intersectsπ−1([z]), which is
a contradiction. ThusX is an Alexandroff space and for eachx ∈ X, UX([x]) is its
minimal open neighbourhood; moreover, this neighbourhood is finite sinceNx is finite.
Furthermore, it is now clear thatX is a T0-space, since ifUX([y]) = UX([x]), then
Nx = Ny and hence [x] = [y].

The rest of the proof is in three parts:

(i) Adim(X) = n.
Let≤ denote the specialization order of theT0 spaceX; that is to say, if [x], [y] ∈ X,

[x] ≤ [y] ⇐⇒ [x] ∈ clX([y]) ⇐⇒ [y] ∈ UX([x]) ⇐⇒ Ny ⊆ Nx.

Now from Corollary 4.7

[x] < [y] ⇐⇒ Px ⊂ Py H⇒ Px ⊆ frHy(Py) and dim(Px) ≤ dim(Py)− 1.

Since the dimension of the closures of the elements ofW cannot exceedn, we obtain
Adim(X) ≤ n.

In order to prove that Adim(X) ≥ n, we have only to construct a chain ofn + 1
distinct elements ofX. By Lemma 3.2, any polyhedron of dimensionk (k ≥ 1) has faces
of all dimensionsk − 1, k − 2, . . . ,0, and its frontier (in its carrier) is the union of all
its (k− 1)-dimensional faces.

Let x ∈ W for someW ∈ W. Then Px = cl(W) and dim(Px) = n. Let Fn−1

be an(n − 1)-dimensional face ofPx, and Hn−1 its carrier. By Proposition 4.8,Fn−1

intersects only a finite number of frontiers of elements ofW. This implies thatFn−1 is
covered by a finite number of the polyhedraPz, sayFn−1 ⊆

⋃ {Pzi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} where
z1, z2, . . . , zk ∈ Fn−1. If dim(Pzi ) ≤ n− 2, for eachi , then, by Corollary 3.4, eachPzi

has empty interior in the carrierHn−1 of Fn−1. Hence, inHn−1 which is homeomorphic
to Rn−1, the closed setFn−1 is contained in the nowhere dense set

⋃ {Pzi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}
and again by Corollary 3.4 we have dim(Fn−1) 6= n − 1, which is a contradiction .
Consequently, there is some 1≤ j ≤ k such that dim(Pzj ) = n− 1. Let yn−1 = zj and
observe thatPyn−1 ⊆ Fn−1 ⊆ frHx (Px), implying [yn−1] < [x].

It is evident that this process can be continued, until the selection of a 0-dimensional
face F0 of Py1. ThenF0 = {y0} and [y0] < [y1], which completes the construction of
the chain

[y0] < [y1] < · · · < [yn−1] < [x] in X.
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This proves Adim(X) ≥ n, and concludes the proof of (i).

(ii) X is aW-grid.
If w ∈ W ∈W, thenπ [W] = [w] and soX contains the fenestrationW. It remains

only to show thatπ is an open mapping.
Let M be an open subset ofRn, and let [x] ∈ π [M ]. To prove thatπ [M ] is open inX, it

suffices to show thatUX([x]) ⊆ π(M). To this end, let [y] ∈ UX([x]). Since [x] ∈ π [M ],
it follows that there existsz ∈ M such thatπ(z) = [x] ⇐⇒ Nz = Nx ⇐⇒ Pz = Px.
Also, since [y] ∈ UX([x]), Ny ⊆ Nx ⇐⇒ Px ⊆ Py. However,Py is a regular closed
subset ofHy andz ∈ Pz = Px ⊆ Py ⊂ Hy, thusz ∈ clHy(intHy(Py)) = clHy(π

−1([y])).
Sincez ∈ M and M is open inRn, M ∩ Hy is an open neighbourhood ofz in Hy,
which must then intersect intHy(Py). Hence there existss ∈ M ∩ intHy(Py). However,
s ∈ intHy(Py) implies by Corollary 4.5 thatNs = Ny. Thusπ(s) = [y], and sinces ∈ M
we obtain [y] ∈ π(M), so proving (ii).

As we stated above, it now follows from Theorem 6.2 of [15] thatX is the minimal
W-grid. Thus it is the digital space constructed fromW and has Alexandroff dimension
equal ton. However, we show even more, that:

(iii) X is semiregular.
It is sufficient to show thatUX([x]) is regular open for any [x] ∈ X, and sinceUX([x])

is open, it remains only to prove that intX(clX(UX([x]))) ⊆ UX([x]). To this end suppose
that [y] ∈ intX(clX(UX([x]))); it suffices to show thatNy ⊆ Nx.

Clearly,UX([y]) ⊆ clX(UX([x])) and sinceπ is an open mapping, it follows (see
Problem 1.4.C of [3]) thatπ−1[UX([y])] ⊆ cl(π−1[UX([x])]). However, by Corol-
lary 4.6 we have that for each [z] ∈ X,

π−1(UX([z])) =
⋃
{intHy(Py): y ∈ Rn such thatNy ⊆ Nz}

= int
(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ Nz}

)
,

and hence we obtain

int
(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ Ny}

)
⊆ cl(int

(⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ Nx})

)
=
⋃
{cl(W): W ∈ Nx}

since a finite union of regular closed sets is regular closed. Now by Lemma 4.2(i),
y ∈ int(

⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Ny}) ⊆ int(
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}). By Lemma 4.2(ii),

int(
⋃ {cl(W): W ∈ Nx}) ∩ cl(V) = ∅ for all V ∈ W\Nx, which immediately im-

plies thatNy ⊆ Nx, completing the proof of semiregularity ofX.
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